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Why this work is 
important? 



What is scientific 
terminology? 
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Aims of this study
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Methods 

Phase 1

Data collection at the 
intervention side* 

Data analysis 

Phase 2

Application the UK findings 
to NIS of PM in Kostanay

Data analysis 

*the demographic in North London, where placement school is located, says that about 20% (39,400) of residents do 
not speak English as a main language and compared to London, a larger proportion of this area residents speak African 
languages, East Asian languages, Spanish, French and other European Languages (https://www.islington.gov.uk)



Focus

survey from 30 
students of Year 10 

13 responses of the 
UK science teachers

15 science lessons 

survey from students 
of Year 8 and 12

responses of NIS 
science teachers

Implementation of 
findings 



Analysis methods: Triangulation 
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Analysis methods: 
Qualitative content 

analysis 
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Limitations

�

43 participants 

results and findings cannot be generalised. 

1,97 million students at 
the secondary school

15 observed lessons

intervention school has 973 
pupils of that age 



Results: Lesson observations 
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Results: Teachers’ survey 

11 and 18 years old Minimum - 1 year,
maximum - 12 years 
average - 6,5 years

Focusing on subject specific 
terminology is important in 
Science lessons

5 minutes of each lesson 



Results: Teachers’ survey 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

key word list

etymology of the words

breaking down words

examples of how terminology might be used

quizzes

building associations

starters and plenaries

others (games, extended writing, speaking words out loud)

matching activities

starters

discussion of practical work

research based tasks

frequency of mention



Results: Teachers’ survey 
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Results: Students’ survey 



Results: Students’ survey 
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Results: Students’ 
survey 
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Results: Students’ survey 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

I find learning subject related terminology effective

I'm eager to participate in the science lessons focused on subject
related terminology

I'm eager to participate in the science lessons with  full of subject
related terminology

I find learning science terminology interesting

I’m satisfied with results of learning which focused subject related 
terminology

I find learning science subject related terminology relevant to real life

Number of students by different scales 

sclales, from 1 to 6

1-always, 2-very frequently, 3-occasionally, 4-rarely, 5-very rarely, 6-never 



Discussion 



Discussion 

UK teachers aware of importance of teaching 
academic terminology 

It needs special focus on the lesson

However, most teachers assume that this focus should be smooth and integrated to other activities of the lessons



Discussion 



Limitations 
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Future plans 
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Thank you for 
your attention


